I’ve added some comments and edits to Bill’s version. Feel free to change anything back that you don’t like.

Regards,

Sean

Suggested edits in track changes mode
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William M Mahlburg  
Nufarm Americas Inc  
150 Harvester Dr, Suite 200  
Burr Ridge IL 60527 USA  
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Wendelyn Jones

Sent by: 

11/04/2010 03:37 Gehen Redacted

PM "KRONENBERG, JOEL M [AG/1000]"

Subject

[CLA-HARC] draft Letter to the Editor for your review

Dear HARC,
Please find attached a draft Letter to the Editor for your review. As you may recall, in the introduction to the recent article, "Glyphosate-Based Herbicides Produce Teratogenic Effects on Vertebrates by Impairing Retinoic Acid Signaling," (in Chem. Res. Toxicol., 2010, 23 (10), pp 1586-1595) the authors opine and directly challenge the integrity of research of conducted by industry.

Please let me know if you have any specific suggestions or edits.

Best Regards,

Wendelyn

Wendelyn Jones, Ph.D.
Senior Director, Human Health Policy
CropLife America
1156 15th St. NW
Washington, DC 20005

desk [Redacted]
mob [Redacted]
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